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Bike News 
Triumph Thruxton 1200 from ‘16-

D–Breisach a. Rh., 19th August 2016 Due to the customizing by the German accessories manufacturer 
ABM, the Thruxton 1200 becomes much more desirable, now. Model-specific widenings and different 
altitudes within the handlebar area offer ergonomic driving pleasure as well as an optical finetuning.
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Customizing handlebar area: KIT Superbike  
 

Wider 60 mm & Higher 90 mm & Closer to driver 90 mm 
(as series) 

 
KIT Superbike                                             EUR 538,00

 + KIT ready to install including all necessary parts:
   - Triple clamp in black
   - Riser (higher 40 mm) / choice of colours
   - Handlebar Ø 1“ in chrome 
   - Adapter for original mirror at bar ends
   - Clutch cable
 + Order no: 10115520
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ALTERNATIVELY possible:  KIT multiClip Sport 
 

Wider 120 mm & deeper 35 mm (as series) 

KIT multiClip Sport                    EUR 389,00

 + KIT ready to install including all necessary parts
 + Stepless adjustable clip-on ‚multiClip Sport‘
 + 5° bend of the steering allows individual fine adjustment
 + Laser scale for symmetric and correct setting in all positions
 + Highest safety (threefold clamp at the fork)
 + Order no: 10116920
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ALTERNATIVELY possible:  KIT multiClip Tour 
 

Wider 120 mm & Higher 10 mm (as series) 

 
KIT multiClip Tour                                                          EUR 389,00

 + KIT ready to install including all necessary parts
 + Stepless adjustable clip-on ‚multiClip Tour‘
 +  5° bend of the steering allows individual fine adjustment
 + Laser scale for symmetric and correct setting in all positions
 + Highest safety (threefold clamp at the fork)
 + Order no.: 10117820
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Lever ‚syntoEvo‘                                             EUR 119,00 

 + Usable as brake and/or clutch lever
 + 6-point-adjustable high-precision lever
 + Adjustable while driving even with one hand
 + Delivery includes long and short end 
 + Choice of colour combinations
 + Order no.: ...clutch lever 58 / ...brake lever 14 

 

Lever ‚synto‘                         EUR 99,90

 
 + Usable as brake and/or clutch lever 
 + 6-point-adjustable high-precision lever
 + Adjustable while driving even with one hand
 + Choice of colour combinations
 + Long and short version available
 + Order no.: ...clutch lever 58 / ...brake lever 14

 

Lever ‚WUNDERKIND-Design‘                  EUR 139,00 

 + Usable as brake and/or clutch lever
 + 6-point-adjustable high-precision lever
 + Adjustable while driving even with one hand
 + Black with expressive contrast-cut
 + Order no.: ...clutch lever 58 / ...brake lever 14
 

 

Also possible
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bobbin                          EUR 29,90

 
 + Protects the swing arm from ugly scratches 
 + No damage of the receptacle area after 
     repeated use
 + Thread M8 
 + Order no.: 10017215
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ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is manufacturer of high-end accessories for 
sport bikes. The company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder 
Arthur Berthold Munz. Since 2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the mana-
ging director who is responsible for about twenty employees in the field of 
development, production, marketing and sales at the permanent business 
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